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Figure 1: We conducted an online survey (𝑁 = 444) to explore which personal attributes (demographics, privacy concerns,
attitude, preference for tangible interaction aka. “need for touch”) correlate with participants’ perceptions of properties of
established tangible privacy mechanisms. Besides general preferences, we investigated participants’ perceptions of ATM pin
pad privacy shields, webcam covers, headphones, sunglasses, remote controls, voting booths, floor distance marks, and dressing
room curtains. This figure uses characters from Open Peeps by Pablo Standley.

ABSTRACT
This paper explores how personal attributes, such as age, gender,
technological expertise, or “need for touch”, correlate with people’s
preferences for properties of tangible privacy protection mech-
anisms, for example, physically covering a camera. For this, we
conducted an online survey (𝑁 = 444) where we captured partici-
pants’ preferences of eight established tangible privacy mechanisms
well-known in daily life, their perceptions of effective privacy pro-
tection, and personal attributes. We found that the attributes that
correlated most strongly with participants’ perceptions of the es-
tablished tangible privacy mechanisms were their “need for touch”
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and previous experiences with the mechanisms. We use our find-
ings to identify desirable characteristics of tangible mechanisms
to better inform future tangible, digital, and mixed privacy protec-
tions. We also show which individuals benefit most from tangibles,
ultimately motivating a more individual and effective approach to
privacy protection in the future.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the current era of ubiquitous computing, where many sensor-
enhanced devices are becoming part of our daily lives and our
environment [71], protecting the privacy of individuals becomes
increasingly challenging. For instance, the smartphone of the per-
son standing behind one in the queue could be recording a private
conversation with a pharmacist or a neighbor’s security camera
may record one’s front door access code. There are several options
to implement privacy protection in such ubicomp environments.
Purely digital privacy mechanisms refer to software solutions (for
example, a smartphone or augmented reality app) that make users
aware of privacy-invasive devices in their surroundings [57, 65, 77]
or provide control over collected personal data [13, 24].

In this paper, we focus on an alternative approach, that is, purely
tangible privacy mechanisms. These make use of physical objects, of-
fering privacy protection against sensor-enhanced smart devices [1,
53] (for example, by physically covering a camera [74]). An advan-
tage, as compared to purely digital solutions, is that tangible privacy
protection mechanisms directly affect people’s awareness as well
as the perception of privacy risks [16, 53] and are generally easy-to-
understand or verify [1, 16]. This is rooted in the physical nature
of the mechanisms. For instance, users can easily understand that
it is impossible for a camera to capture pictures through a cover.

Yet, existing study results hint at tangible solutions maybe not
being ideal for every user [16, 51, 74]. As is well-known from user
interface design [11], one-fits-all solutions rarely lead to good user
experiences. Therefore, developing privacy mechanisms inside the
digital-tangible spectrum that are specifically tailored to the needs
and preferences of varying user groups is desirable. Research on, for
example, smartphone privacy settings showed personal attributes,
such as age, gender, or technical affinity, to frequently influence
users’ privacy-related opinions and behaviors [2, 43].

We currently lack an in-depth understanding of how personal
attributes shape a person’s opinion about tangible mechanisms
protecting their privacy from nearby sensor-enhanced devices. Yet
this knowledge is valuable to develop suitable mechanisms targeted
at specific user groups. Thus, our first research question is:

RQ1 – Personal Attributes: Which personal attributes (e.g., age,
gender, technological expertise, perception of privacy risks,
need for touch) correlate with peoples’ general perception
of purely tangible privacy mechanisms?

To inform the design of future privacy mechanisms in the digital-
tangible spectrum (i.e., tangible, digital, or hybrid mechanisms), it
is crucial to understand which properties of tangible mechanisms
are particularly important to users. For example, users might assign
importance to having a physical object that reminds them that their
privacy may be at risk [37] while having little desire to touch a
tangible mechanism. Hence, we assess the importance of the follow-
ing properties of tangible privacy mechanisms: their ability to be
touched, their ability to raise awareness, and the possibility to verify
and understand their protective effect. Understanding users’ prefer-
ences for these different properties of tangible privacy mechanisms
enables future researchers and developers to make informed design
decisions, particularly concerning hybrid mechanisms where some

features may be tangible and others purely digital. This motivates
our second research question:

RQ2 – Perception of Tangible Privacy Mechanisms: How do
users perceive the different properties (tangible interactions,
awareness, verification, physicality) of purely tangible pri-
vacy mechanisms in general? What differences and similar-
ities in users’ perceptions of the presented purely tangible
privacy mechanisms can be observed?

Finally, the question arises as to how diverse target groups per-
ceive the different properties of tangible mechanisms. This knowl-
edge can enable one-fits-all solutions to be replaced by actual target-
group-oriented designs, providing a better user experience. We,
thus, connect our findings on personal factors and people’s percep-
tion of the different properties of tangible privacy mechanisms to
answer the third research question:

RQ3 –PersonalAttributes’ and Properties of Tangible Privacy
Mechanisms: Which personal attributes correlate with peo-
ples’ perceptions of specific properties of purely tangible
privacy mechanisms?

To investigate purely tangible privacy mechanisms in more
depth, our descriptive research [17, 66] focuses on already well-
established tangible privacy mechanisms – such as webcam covers
and ATM pin pad privacy shields – assuming that a large part of the
general population has experienced the use of these mechanisms.

First, we collected eight examples of established tangible privacy
mechanisms based on feedback from risk-aware participants (e.g.,
voting booths, pin pad privacy shields, headphones, and webcam
covers). We then conducted an online survey (𝑁 = 444), exploring
peoples’ perceptions of those mechanisms and capturing personal
attributes that describe our participants, such as their experience,
affinity for technology, or their personal “need for touch”.

We found that the personal attributes most strongly related to
participants’ overall perception of tangible privacy mechanisms are
1) previous privacy-related usage of such mechanisms and 2) their
personal preferences for touching objects. Participants saw themain
value in tangible privacymechanisms’ ability to raise awareness and
verify that their data is protected. Moreover, we found that more
technology-affine participants appreciate having tangible interac-
tions with privacy mechanisms more. Our findings further show
that a stronger trust in technology among participants corresponds
to a greater appreciation of the ease of verifying the functionality of
tangible privacy mechanisms, as well as their impact on awareness.
Surprisingly and in contrast to related work [16, 53], our results
also indicate that older participants might be less likely to prefer
tangible mechanisms over digital alternatives.

Our research highlights how personal attributes shape people’s
perceptions ofwell-established tangible privacymechanisms. Hence,
our work informs about the preferences of varying user groups,
leading to a better understanding of for whom future tangible, digi-
tal, or mixed privacy mechanisms should be developed. As concise
takeaway messages, we derive design recommendations for future
privacy mechanisms targeting both the general population and
more specific subgroups (e.g., technology- and security-savvy or
older persons), as well as open questions for future research.
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Contribution Statement. We contribute to research on user-
centered design of privacy protection mechanisms around sensor-
enhanced devices by 1) conducting an online survey (𝑁 = 444) to
identify the personal attributes influencing perceptions of users
of everyday tangible privacy mechanisms, and 2) providing design
recommendations for preferred properties of future tangible, digital,
or mixed privacy mechanisms.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
Our work draws from related literature on tangible interfaces and
interactions, privacy in the Internet of Things (IoT), tangible privacy,
as well as privacy profiling.

2.1 Tangible Interfaces & Interactions
Tangible user interfaces (TUIs) are physical objects used to interact
with digital information [62]. They can be distinguished in two
dimensions: (1) the metaphor they support and (2) the embodiment
of tangible input and digital output [26]. Moreover, they are par-
ticularly easy to use since they leverage human’s natural ability
“to act in physical space and interact with physical objects” [62, p.
338]. Such natural, tangible interactions could be touching, squeez-
ing, pushing, tilting, holding, tapping, shaking, swinging, thrusting,
stroking, or moving objects [8, 31, 47, 58, 61, 70]. Most related work
on TUIs presents the development of novel devices for specific
application scenarios, such as support for learning and understand-
ing [40, 41], digital augmentation of existing environments [15, 59],
or offering more intuitive interaction modalities [19, 30, 51]. TUIs
are frequently evaluated by potential end users testing them in the
lab [30, 47, 59] or field [4, 69, 74]. However, we do not intend to ex-
perimentally evaluate a novel mechanism. Instead, our descriptive
research investigates the existing opinions of users in connection
with mechanisms already known to them [17, 66]. Hence, we re-
cruited a large sample by conducting an online survey.

2.2 Privacy in the Internet of Things
IoT devices can invade the privacy of their users [45, 80] and are also
perceived as such [7, 79]. However, such sensor-enhanced devices
can also collect data on bystanders, such as visitors or incidental
users [48, 73]. Researchers found that while bystanders want to be
aware of IoT devices in their environment, they frequently struggle
with interpreting devices’ current states and capabilities [1, 48, 77].
Related work suggests approaches to overcome limitations in aware-
ness and control of both, bystanders and users of IoT technology.

Awareness. Privacy labels on the packaging of IoT devices could
enhance people’s awareness of possible risks before purchasing
them [22, 35]. Device locators, such as LEDs, QR codes, or aug-
mented reality-based visualizations can increase awareness, while
also providing additional information on the devices [57, 65, 77].

Control. Most related work on privacy controls for IoT contexts
suggests software-based systems [24, 32, 60, 78]. While these allow
for fine-grained control, they frequently suffer from usability issues
due to their complexity and dependence on specific hardware or
software [9, 60]. Furthermore, they can be difficult to verify for users.
Hence, researchers have suggested tangible privacy mechanisms,
enabling intuitive, direct, and uncomplex control [1, 16, 52].

2.3 Tangible Privacy
Tangible privacy mechanisms range from simple, purely tangible
solutions (e.g., pin pad privacy shields or webcam covers [1]) to
digitally enhanced approaches (e.g., mechanisms that disable sen-
sors in a particular context or automatized webcam covers [16, 74]).
Suggested research prototypes include, for example, an armband
vibrating if the user is being localized [51], a hat to cover and mute
a smart speaker’s microphone [68], a key-shaped privacy control
for smart homes [16], automatic camera covers [18, 74], a tangi-
ble smart home privacy dashboard [74] or a smart calendar only
showing sensitive data in a private environment [36].

Prior research also addressed tangible privacy from a conceptual
point of view. Ahmad et al. [1] defined tangible privacy “as those
privacy control and feedback mechanisms that are ‘tangible’, i.e., ma-
nipulated or perceived by touch, and of ‘high assurance’, i.e., they
provide clear confidence and certainty of privacy to observers” [1, p.
18]. Hence, suchmechanisms are not only related to tangible interac-
tions but also unambiguously display information. Moreover, Mehta
et al. suggest privacy management through “tangible and embodied
style interactions” [53, p. 7]. The authors also argue that tangible
mechanisms can raise awareness and provide seamless control by
embedding them into users’ everyday environments and routines.
Interacting with such mechanisms can be particularly direct be-
cause they draw onwell-known metaphors for physical manipulation
(e.g., push, pull, block) [53]. Delgado Rodriguez et al. discussed that
“tangible mechanisms materialize the abstract concept ’privacy’ by
making it physically graspable and directly manipulable” [16, p. 3].

In summary, tangible privacy mechanisms are different from
purely digital approaches as they are physical objects [14, 53]. They
can be manipulated or perceived through tangible interaction [1, 14,
53] and increase awareness [16, 53] of privacy risks. They commu-
nicate their state unambiguously, intuitively, and verifiably [1, 53].

2.4 Personal Attributes and Privacy Perceptions
Individuals have different concerns, needs, and preferences regard-
ing protecting their privacy. Related work proposes several ap-
proaches to clustering and profiling users based on self-reported
privacy attitudes [20, 44, 64, 75, 76] or actual privacy behavior [2, 10,
43]. Westin’s three categories (i.e., unconcerned, fundamentalists,
and pragmatists) are frequently reported as the first approach to
privacy profiling [39]. However, more recent work found that these
categories might be unrelated to peoples’ corresponding behavior
intentions [10, 76]. To overcome this limitation, Dupree et al. [20]
suggested five privacy personas (i.e., fundamentalists, lazy experts,
technicians, amateurs, and marginally concerned) based on the self-
reported behavior of 32 users. These personas are distinguished
by their different levels of knowledge and motivation. Other re-
searchers focused on specific subdomains of privacy behavior, such
as smartphone privacy settings [28], app permissions [2, 42, 43],
location sharing [10], or social media privacy behavior [75].

In summary, related work established a wide variety of personal
attributes influencing people’s security-related perceptions and
behaviors. In particular, demographical factors (i.e., gender, age,
expertise in technology, and trust in technology), as well as privacy
concerns and attitudes were shown to be influential.
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2.5 Research Gap
In recent years, extensive research has been carried out to find possi-
ble solutions for supporting people in protecting their privacy from
sensor-enhanced devices in their surroundings. Proposed mech-
anisms span a continuum ranging from purely digital (i.e., only
software, e.g., [13] or [24]) to purely tangible privacy mechanisms
(i.e., only hardware, e.g., privacy shields or webcam covers). Re-
lated work comparing users’ opinions on purely digital and tangible
mechanisms found that users are strongly divided in their prefer-
ences [16]. However, to develop a user-centered design, one must
first understandwho a system is being developed for [55]. Therefore,
the question arises: Who favors tangible mechanisms, and who does
not? And, more specifically: Which user groups like each of the var-
ious properties of tangible mechanisms? This paper addresses these
questions by analyzing the relationship between personal attributes
and people’s perceptions of purely tangible privacy mechanisms.

3 RESEARCH APPROACH
The objective of this work is to identify correlations between indi-
viduals’ personal attributes and their preferences regarding different
properties of tangible privacy mechanisms. In this section, we discuss
how we derived the relevant personal attributes and properties of
tangible privacy mechanisms.

3.1 Investigated Personal Attributes
We derived personal attributes that could influence the perception
of tangible privacy mechanisms from prior work.

3.1.1 Demographics.

Gender and Age: Demographics, such as age [5, 53, 82] or gen-
der [5, 28], affect privacy behavior or concerns.

Expertise in Technology: Both general affinity for technology [5,
53] and specific expertise in interacting with potentially
privacy-invasive devices [1, 20] might influence a person’s
corresponding perception and behavior.

Trust in Technology: The concepts of ‘privacy’ and ‘trust’ are
strongly intertwined since a user has to trust any technol-
ogy to safeguard potentially sensitive data [33, 38]. Thus, a
person’s trust in technology in general, but also in specific
devices could affect their perceptions of privacy mechanisms.

3.1.2 Privacy Concerns and Attitudes.

Security Attitudes / Behavior Intentions: Users’ privacy and
security attitudes and intentions have been previously used
to profile end-user behaviors by creating ’Privacy Personas’
[20] and can be considered an influencing factor in regard
to tangible privacy mechanisms.

Privacy Concerns: Even though research has shown privacy con-
cerns do not necessarily translate to correspondingly privacy-
protecting behavior (i.e., privacy paradox [3]), such concerns
still affect user’s perceptions and usage of privacy mecha-
nisms [7]. Prior work also found privacy concerns depend
on the type of smart device (e.g., video camera vs. smart
speaker) [7, 16, 79] and the role of the individual (e.g., owner
of the device vs. bystander) [29, 46].

3.1.3 Perception of Tangible Interaction. User perceptions of tangi-
ble privacy mechanisms are also likely to be affected by an individ-
ual’s personal preferences for tangible interactions (i.e., physical
manipulation/touch), thus “need for touch” is also an interesting
personal attribute in the context of this paper.

3.2 Investigated Properties of Tangible Privacy
Mechanisms

Based on related work, we derived properties of tangible privacy
for which we asses users’ perceptions in this work.

Involve Tangible Interaction: Tangible privacymechanisms can
be manipulated or perceived through tangible interaction,
i.e., touch [1, 14, 53].

Affect Awareness: A tangible privacy mechanism can increase
awareness on possible privacy intrusions [16, 53].

Unambiguous / Intuitively Verifiable: Tangible privacy mech-
anisms can distinctly communicate their state and are intu-
itively verifiable [1, 53].

Physicalization: Tangible privacy mechanisms, due to their tan-
gibility, are physical objects and, thus, are physicalized rep-
resentations of the abstract concept of “privacy” [14, 53].

4 METHODOLOGY
To gather feedback on established tangible privacy mechanisms, we
first collected well-known examples of such mechanisms from risk-
aware researchers. Then, we developed an online questionnaire to
gain insights into user perceptions of these mechanisms and how
they vary based on personal attributes. We used an online question-
naire to reach a large pool of diverse participants. This is necessary
to derive ecologically valid findings on how people’s personal at-
tributes correlate with their perceptions of privacy mechanisms.
Therefore, we specifically investigate established everyday privacy
mechanisms that many users can be assumed to have had experi-
ences with. Moreover, prior works successfully conducted online
surveys on participants’ perceptions of tangible privacy [16, 54].

4.1 Collecting Established Tangible Privacy
Mechanisms

We conducted a group discussion to collect examples of well-known
established tangible privacy mechanisms, as related work does not
provide a broader list of such mechanisms. Hence, we recruited
three persons who were aware of the privacy risks associated with
sensor-enhanced devices using personal messages. We expected
these participants to be particularly attentive to privacy mecha-
nisms in their everyday environment, as they were researchers
in the field of usable security and privacy (2 male, and 1 female,
aged 27–29, 2 PhD students, and 1 master student). Note that we
did not aim to collect a comprehensive list of established tangible
privacy mechanisms but exemplary mechanisms that come to mind
easily from their personal experience. In the group discussion, par-
ticipants were first presented with a broad definition of tangible
privacy (cf. Appendix A) and then asked to name tangible privacy
mechanisms well-established in everyday life in their opinion. They
identified 19 examples of such mechanisms.
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Two experimenters met afterward to identify and discuss com-
mon themes observed during the group discussion. In particular, we
found that the mentioned mechanisms (1) protect different kinds of
data (i.e., visual and auditory data), as well as the physical identity
and state of the user. Consequently, the mentioned mechanisms
protect their users, specifically from cameras and microphones,
which are particularly often integrated with ubiquitous computing
devices [37]. Moreover, the mechanisms are (2) situated in different
locations that relate to both the potential privacy-invasive device
and the user (i.e., on the potentially privacy-invasive device, on the
user, or distant from both). This distinction is similar to the embodi-
ment dimension of Fishkin’s taxonomy of tangible interfaces [26],
which expresses different spatial relationships between tangible
user input and digital output. However, we additionally considered
the location of the user in the spatial setting. Applying both distinc-
tion criteria, we could cluster the proposed mechanisms into eight
different groups (cf. Appendix B). Then, we selected one mechanism
from each of these groups to continue our study with. This ensured
that the participants in our online survey were not overwhelmed by
an excessive number of mechanisms while still reflecting a broad
variety of well-known tangible privacy mechanisms. This resulted
in the selection of the following eight tangible privacy mechanisms:

1. Voting booth obscures your vote from being recorded by a cam-
era. [visual data | distant]

2. Floor distance marking limits eavesdropping by providing guide-
lines for maintaining safe distances (e.g. a microphone at a
certain distance is not able to record your private conversa-
tion with your pharmacist). [auditory data | distant]

3. Dressing room curtain creates a barrier between you and nearby
cameras. [identity | distant]

4. Pin pad privacy shield covers the PIN pad to prevent your PIN
from getting recorded by cameras. [visual data | on device]

5. Webcam cover creates a barrier between you and your webcam.
[identity | on device]

6. Headphones prevent eavesdropping by nearby microphones
while listening to audio content like voice messages. [audi-
tory data | on user]

7. Sunglasses prevent your face from being identifiably recorded
by nearby cameras. [identity | on user]

8. Remote control for volume can protect against eavesdropping
by nearby microphones. E.g., turning up the volume on a
smart TV to make sure that its microphone is unable to
record your conversation. [auditory data | on device]

Next, we created clickable illustrations for each of the eight
mechanisms to effectively visualize their functionality1. We aimed
to convey to any participant, regardless of prior knowledge, how
each mechanism can be used for privacy protection around smart
devices. Each visualization consisted of two illustrations: one show-
ing a scenario without the tangible privacy mechanism and the
second one with the mechanism. Users can switch between both
illustrations by clicking on a button (see Figure 2).

1Illustrations were created using characters from Open Peeps by Pablo Standley. https:
//blush.design/collections/open-peeps/open-peeps, last accessed in September 2023

(a) A pin pad being recorded by a camera without (left) and with
(right) a privacy shield.

(b) A person being recorded by a camera without (left) and with
(right) sunglasses on.

Figure 2: Our illustrations1 show how each exemplary tangi-
ble privacy mechanism can protect a person’s privacy from
surrounding sensor-enhanced devices. The user can switch
between two images (i.e., left and right images in (a) and (b))
by clicking on a button.

4.2 Questionnaire Design
To survey a large and diverse sample of the general population, we
developed an online questionnaire. We included items on partici-
pants’ perception of established tangible privacy mechanisms and
their personal attributes (see Table 1 for an overview). Appendix C.1
lists all items of our online questionnaire.

4.2.1 Consent & Introduction. Participants were first asked to pro-
vide their informed consent and confirm they were over 18 years
old. We then included definitions of “privacy” and “privacy in IoT”.

4.2.2 Demographics. We asked our participants about their age,
gender, and education level. In a multiple-choice question, partici-
pants were asked to select all IoT devices they regularly use. We pro-
vided a list of 16 IoT devices to select from, derived from an earlier
(2021) survey on popular smart devices in the US by Reviews.org2.
Using the Affinity for Technology (ATI) scale [27], we measured
participants’ technological affinity. Moreover, we assessed our par-
ticipants’ Trust in Technology (TIT), which is composed of the Faith
in General Technology and Trusting Stance – General Technology
subscales [49].

4.2.3 Privacy Concerns and Attitudes. We asked participants about
their information privacy concerns using the Internet Users’ Infor-
mation Privacy Concerns (IUIPC) [44] and Concern for Information
Privacy (CFIP) [64] scales. We measured participants’ intentions to
comply with common security advice using the Security Behavior
Intention Scale (SeBIS) [21] and determined participants’ security
attitudes using the Security Attitudes (SA-6) scale [23].

2https://www.reviews.org/home-security/most-popular-smart-home-device-
statistics/#:~:text=The%20majority%20of%20Americans%20own,Amazon%20Echo%
20and%20Google%20Nest, last accessed in September 2023

https://blush.design/collections/open-peeps/open-peeps
https://blush.design/collections/open-peeps/open-peeps
https://www.reviews.org/home-security/most-popular-smart-home-device-statistics/#:~:text=The%20majority%20of%20Americans%20own,Amazon%20Echo%20and%20Google%20Nest
https://www.reviews.org/home-security/most-popular-smart-home-device-statistics/#:~:text=The%20majority%20of%20Americans%20own,Amazon%20Echo%20and%20Google%20Nest
https://www.reviews.org/home-security/most-popular-smart-home-device-statistics/#:~:text=The%20majority%20of%20Americans%20own,Amazon%20Echo%20and%20Google%20Nest
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Table 1: Overview of our questionnaire design, showing which constructs were included for each investigated factor. (*) marks
author-generated items.

investigated factor number of items

demographics age, gender (*) 4

experiences with technology Internet of Things (IoT) device usage (*) 1
Affinity for Technology Interaction (ATI) [27] 9
Trust in Technology (TIT) [49] 7

security attitudes / behavior intentions Security Attitudes (SA-6) [23] 6
Security Behaviour Intention Scale (SeBIS) [21] 16

privacy concerns Concern for Information Privacy (CFIP) [64] 15
Internet Users’ Information Privacy Concerns (IUIPC) [44] 10

preference for tangible interaction Need For Touch (NFT) [56] 12
general need for touch (NFT+) (*, derived from NFT) 5

tangible privacy perception of 8 exemplary mechanisms (*) 7 for each
tangible interaction (*, derived from NFT) 3
effect on awareness (*) 2
ease verification (*) 2
physicalization (*) 3

4.2.4 Preference for Tangible Interaction. We used the Need For
Touch (NFT) [56] scale to measure individuals’ preferences for
tangible interactions (i.e., touch / physical manipulation). While
this scale is already well established, it focuses on interaction with
products and their effect on purchasing decisions. Thus, we derived
five additional items (i.e., NFT+). In particular, we adapted the NFT
items by replacing “product” with “object” and “purchase” with
“use” to improve comprehensibility where applicable.

4.2.5 Perception of Tangible Privacy. We collected participants’
perceptions of tangible privacy mechanisms in two steps. First, we
inquired about their perceptions of each of the eight exemplary pri-
vacy mechanisms. For this, we presented the mechanisms randomly
to participants, allowing them to develop a general understanding
of what tangible privacy mechanisms are. Second, we included
items assessing their general perception of such mechanisms.

Mechanism-Related Items. Each established tangible privacymech-
anism was first introduced through a short descriptive text and a
clickable illustration (cf. Section 4.1). We made sure to re-iterate to
our participants that they should focus on the mechanisms’ ability
to protect their privacy from surrounding sensor-enhanced devices,
rather than from bystanders. We then asked about participants’ per-
ceptions of the mechanism, specifically assessing (a) their previous
usage of the mechanism, (b) their reason for using it, (c) the impor-
tance of owning the mechanism, (d) its purposefulness as a privacy
mechanism, (e) participants’ corresponding behavior intention if
the mechanism is not available and (f) whether they would prefer
a non-materialized digital alternative3. These questions reflect peo-
ple’s previous experiences with the mechanisms, their trust in and
concerns towards them, their behavior intentions, and their prefer-
ence compared to digital alternatives, as related work highlights
the importance of these aspects regarding the perception of privacy
mechanisms [1, 16, 20, 53].

3To ensure a common understanding of such purely digital alternatives, we specifically
included a brief description in this statement: “I would prefer using a purely digital
alternative instead of the presented privacy mechanisms to protect my privacy from
other technical devices (e.g. automatically blurring my body/data on camera images,
jamming of microphones).”

General Items. To capture users’ general perceptions, we develop
corresponding questionnaire items. We gathered feedback on the
previously mentioned properties of tangible privacy mechanisms,
i.e., they (a) involve tangible interaction (i.e., touch), (b) increase
awareness of privacy risks, (c) are intuitively verifiable, and (d) are
physical objects (cf. Section 3.2).

4.3 Pilot Study
We pilot-tested our questionnaire first internally (𝑁 = 5) and then
externally with 10 participants recruited through Prolific4. Partici-
pants were asked to provide details on any ambiguous or unclear
statements and tasks (incl. the clickable illustrations). Therefore,
we added a text-response box at the end of each page of the ques-
tionnaire. We planned for the pilot test to take up to 45 minutes,
but Prolific participants only needed 24.8 to fill out the question-
naire and additional feedback items (𝑠𝑡𝑑 = 8.33). We compensated
the participants recruited through Prolific with 9.45 pounds. The
feedback gathered through both pilot studies was used to rephrase
multiple descriptions and author-generated items. No ambiguities
in regard to the clickable illustrations were reported. Furthermore,
we found that prolific pilot participants have used 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 7.0
of the 8 mechanisms before (𝑠𝑡𝑑 = 1.15,range: 5 − 8), confirming
that the selected eight tangible privacy mechanisms were indeed
well-known to our pilot sample.

4.4 Ethical Considerations
Our study was approved by the institution’s IRB board. The on-
line questionnaire started with detailed information on which data
would be collected, the purpose of the data collection, how it would
be stored, and that participation was voluntary and could be aborted
at any time. Participants were then asked to consent to the data col-
lection and confirm that they were at least 18 years old. To complete
anonymization, we deleted participants’ Prolific IDs after finishing
the compensation procedure. Participants were compensated an
amount of 4.5 pounds (average duration of 24.97 minutes).

4https://www.prolific.co/, last accessed in September 2023

https://www.prolific.co/
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Figure 3: Participants’ feedback on each tangible privacy mechanism (PM). Participants could select from a 7-point Likert scale
ranging from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (7). Medians are marked by indents and means by white dots.

5 RESULTS
5.1 Recruitment & Participants
We recruited 501 participants for our study over the online plat-
form Prolific. We used Prolific’s option to recruit a sample that
is representative of the general US population in terms of gender,
age, and ethnicity. Hence, our sample was limited to persons living
in the US. Participants took on average 24.97 minutes to answer
our questionnaire (𝑠𝑡𝑑 = 10.31). For our analysis, we excluded 57
participants who 1) filled in the questionnaire in less than half of
the mean duration or 2) failed at least one attention check, leaving
us with 444 participants. The final sample included 230 participants
identifying as female and 206 as male. Participants’ mean age was
46.47 (𝑠𝑡𝑑 = 16.14, range 18− 85) and most finished a bachelor’s de-
gree (𝑁 = 184), high school (𝑁 = 97), or a master’s degree (𝑁 = 60)
(see Appendix D.1 for more details).

5.2 Perception of Exemplary Tangible Privacy
Mechanisms

To summarize, we presented eight established tangible privacy
mechanisms to our participants through clickable illustrations.

5.2.1 Overall Perception. Overall, our participants slightly agreed
that if they were to use the presented mechanisms, it would be
to protect their privacy (𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛𝐸𝑋_𝑢𝑠𝑒_𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑐𝑦 = 5.0, see Appen-
dix D.2). It was also somewhat important to participants to own the
mechanisms (𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛𝐸𝑋_𝑜𝑤𝑛 = 5.0). Moreover, participants were
rather convinced that the mechanisms would protect their privacy
from other technical devices (𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛𝐸𝑋_𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓 𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 5.0). They
did neither agree nor disagree with the statement, that they would
resort to a similar alternative if the mechanism was not installed by
default (𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛𝐸𝑋_𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 = 4.0). Finally, participants slightly
disagreed with preferring a purely digital alternative to the pre-
sented tangible mechanisms (𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛𝐸𝑋_𝑝𝑟𝑒 𝑓 𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 3.0).

5.2.2 Comparison of Different Mechanisms. We compared partic-
ipants’ answers to our questions for each presented established
tangible privacy mechanism. Figure 3 provides a detailed overview
of the corresponding results. Regarding EX_use_privacy (i.e., if
participants would use the mechanism to protect their privacy),
we found that participants disagreed with this statement for sun-
glasses (𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 = 2) and remote controls (𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 = 3), rated dis-
tance marking (𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 = 4) neutrally and agreed for headphones
(𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 = 5.0), dressing room curtains, voting booths, pin pad pri-
vacy shields, and webcam covers (𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑠 = 6.0). Participants also
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Figure 4: Euclidean distances between themean response vec-
tors for each presented tangible privacy mechanism. Please
find the same results as a table in Appendix D.5.

disagreed with feeling that it is important to own distance mark-
ings (𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 = 2.0) while rating this statement neutrally for voting
booths, privacy shields, and dressing room curtains (𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 = 4.0).
They agreed for sunglasses (𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 = 5.0), remote controls, webcam
covers, and headphones (𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 = 6.0). Regarding being convinced
that the mechanism protects their privacy, participants disagreed
for sunglasses (𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 = 2.0), remote controls and distance markings
(𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 = 3.0) and agreed for headphones, pin pad privacy shields,
voting booths (𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 = 5.0), dressing room curtains, and webcam
covers (𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 = 6.0). We inquired if participants would resort to
similar alternatives if the corresponding mechanism is not installed
by default. Participants disagreed with this statement for sunglasses
and distance markings (𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 = 3.0) while agreeing for webcam
covers (𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 = 6.0) and being neutral for all other mechanisms
(𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 = 4.0). Furthermore, participants disagreed with preferring
a purely digital alternative for protecting their privacy from sur-
rounding technical devices for dressing room curtains, voting booths,
webcam covers (𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 = 2.0), headphones (𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 = 3.0) and pri-
vacy shields (𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 = 3.5). They rated this statement neutrally for
sunglasses, remote controls, and distance markings (𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 = 4.0).

5.2.3 Similarities and Differences Between Mechanisms. We then
analyzed which mechanisms were perceived similarly by partici-
pants. For this, we calculated pairwise Euclidean distances 𝑑 be-
tween all mechanisms’ mean response vectors (i.e., a 5-dimensional
vector for each mechanism, since there were 5 corresponding items.
Figure 4 shows the corresponding results.
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Table 2: Participants’ answers to tangible privacy items, using a 7-point scale ranging from strongly disagree (1) to strongly
agree (7). PM denominates tangible privacy mechanisms and the answers for item TP09_08 were reverse-coded.

factor item mean std median

tangible interaction TP-I_fun Touching PMs can be fun. 3.32 1.64 4.0
TP-I_trust I place more trust in PMs that can be touched. 4.17 1.81 4.0
TP-I_confidence I feel more confident using a PM after touching it. 3.82 1.75 4.0

effect on awareness TP-A_aware Having the PM nearby makes me aware that my privacy could be invaded. 5.19 1.50 6.0
TP-A_consider Having the PM nearby makes me consider to use it to protect my privacy. 5.42 1.35 6.0

ease of verification TP-V_understand It is easy to understand how the PMs protect my privacy from other technical devices. 5.43 1.38 6.0
TP-V_verify I can easily verify by myself if the PMs protect my privacy from other technical devices. 4.69 1.62 5.0

physicalization TP-P_preference I would prefer using a purely digital alternative instead of the PMs to protect my privacy from
other technical devices (e.g. automatically blurring my body/data on camera images, jamming of
microphones). (reverse coded)

4.67 1.60 5.0

TP-P_performance I think that the PMs protect my privacy better from other technical devices than purely digital
alternatives.

4.86 1.46 5.0

TP-P_trust I place more trust in the PMs compared to purely digital alternatives. 5.01 1.48 5.0

Smallest Euclidean Distances (𝑑 < 1). Dressing room curtains,
privacy shield, and voting booth had a very small distance between
each other (0.61 <= 𝑑 <= 0.81), indicating similar perceptions
among participants toward these mechanisms. Sunglasses and re-
mote controls were also perceived very similarly (𝑑 = 0.77).

Largest EuclideanDistances (𝑑 > 3.5). The three largest Euclidean
distances are all related to the webcam cover. Hence, participants’
corresponding responses differed the most between the webcam
cover and sunglasses (𝑑 = 4.33), distance markings (𝑑 = 3.99), and
remote controls (𝑑 = 3.88).

5.2.4 Summary: RQ2.2 – Differences and Similarities Between the
Presented Tangible Privacy Mechanisms. Participants generally per-
ceived the presented tangible privacy mechanisms positively. They
felt that the mechanisms were capable of protecting their pri-
vacy (𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 = 5.0) and preferred them over digital alternatives
(𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒 = 5.0). Participants would use privacy shields, voting
booths, dressing room curtains, and webcam covers to protect their
privacy, were convinced of their performance and preferred them
over digital alternatives. They were not convinced of the protection
provided by sunglasses, distance markings, and remote controls and
felt neutral towards potential digital alternatives.

5.3 General Perception of Tangible Privacy
After assessing the presented mechanisms, participants answered
ten items on the general perception of tangible privacy mechanisms
regarding 1) tangible interactions, 2) effects on awareness, 3) ease
of verification, and 4) physicalization.

5.3.1 Overall Feedback. Participants rated their preference for
tangible interactions with privacy mechanisms overall neutrally
(𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 = 4, see Table 2). Yet, they agreed to perceive positive ef-
fects on their awareness of possible privacy intrusions (𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 = 6)
and also agreed that the functionality of tangible privacy mech-
anisms is easy to verify or understand (𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 = 6,5). Moreover,
participants overall slightly agreed to prefer tangible privacy mech-
anisms over potential purely digital alternatives, assessing the phys-
icalization of these mechanisms (𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 = 5).

Table 3: Results of the principal component analysis con-
ducted on tangible privacy items. We applied a promax rota-
tion to the component loadings matrix. We highlighted the
highest loadings in bold, which also indicates their compo-
nent assignment. TP-P_preference was reverse-coded.

awareness\
verification

tangible
interaction

physicalization

TP-I_fun -0.050 0.894 -0.220
TP-I_trust -0.004 0.769 0.275
TP-I_confidence -0.084 0.947 0.070
TP-A_aware 0.737 0.081 -0.279
TP-A_consider 0.894 -0.077 -0.056
TP-V_understand 0.788 -0.123 0.226
TP-V_verify 0.588 0.005 0.206
TP-P_preference -0.324 -0.137 0.842
TP-P_performance 0.266 0.105 0.712
TP-P_trust 0.229 0.111 0.747

median 4 6 5
mean (std) 3.77 (1.769) 5.184 (1.498) 4.845 (1.52)

5.3.2 Principal Component Analysis. Next, we conducted a prin-
cipal component analysis to determine if multiple tangible pri-
vacy items are related to the same factors. Based on the Kaiser
criterion [34] (i.e., eigenvalues >1), we extracted three princi-
pal components from the tangible privacy items (𝜒2 (18) = 423,
𝑝 < 0.001). We applied an oblique promax rotation to the com-
ponent matrix since we expected our factors to be related [25].
We named the resulting three principal components tangible in-
teraction, awareness\verification, and physicalization, based on our
intended investigation factors (Table 3). We calculated Cronbach’s
𝛼 to evaluate the internal consistency of the components. Result-
ing 𝛼-values were larger than 0.7 (𝛼𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒_𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 0.825,
𝛼𝑎𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠\𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑖 𝑓 𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 0.739, and 𝛼𝑝ℎ𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 0.735).

5.3.3 Summary: RQ2.1 – General Perception of Purely Tangible Pri-
vacy. Participants felt overall neutral towards being able to touch
tangible privacy mechanisms (𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 = 4.0). However, they per-
ceived the positive effects of such mechanisms on their awareness
(𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 = 6.0) and felt that these mechanisms are easy to verify
(𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑠 = 5.0, 6.0). They also indicated a slight preference for
tangible mechanisms over non-physicalized purely digital alter-
natives (𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 = 5.0). Moreover, we found that awareness and
verifiability items measured the same underlying latent variable.
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Table 4: Participants’ previous experiences with each exem-
plary tangible privacy mechanism. The table shows how
many of the 𝑁 = 444 participants have 1) generally used
each mechanism or 2) used it to protect their privacy.

mechanism generally used used to protect privacy

dressing room curtains 92.79% 68.92%
privacy shield 73.87% 65.32%
voting booth 83.11% 63.96%
webcam cover 57.88% 53.60%
headphones 92.12% 48.42%
distance markings 54.05% 19.82%
remote control 79.73% 18.92%
sunglasses 79.28% 14.19%

Table 5: Internal validity (Cronbach’s alpha [12]) and de-
scriptive statistics of all used standard scales and additional
questions on participants’ general need for touch (NFT+).

internal possible means
scale consistency range range mean std

ATI 0.905 [1,6] 1.000 - 6.0 3.831 1.023
IUIPC 0.874 [1,7] 3.600 - 7.0 6.167 0.753
CFIP 0.870 [1,7] 3.667 - 7.0 6.025 0.692
TIT 0.846 [1,5] 1.571 - 5.0 3.681 0.620
SeBIS 0.772 [1,5] 2.062 - 5.0 3.790 0.542
SA 0.870 [1,5] 1.000 - 5.0 3.551 0.768
NFT 0.963 [1,7] 1.000 - 7.0 3.720 1.410
NFT+ 0.893 [1,7] 1.000 - 7.0 3.763 1.485

5.4 Personal Attributes
In addition to participants’ demographics, we derived their expe-
riences with IoT technology and the eight presented established
tangible privacy mechanisms, as well as their standard scale scores.

5.4.1 Previous Experiences. We counted the number of IoT devices
participants use regularly and the number of “yes” answers to both
previous usage questions regarding each presented established
tangible privacy mechanism (i.e., “I have used the object described
above in the past” and “I have used the object described above in the
past to protect my privacy from other technical devices” ). Participants
had varying prior experiences with IoT devices and tangible privacy
mechanisms. On average, they reported using𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 5.32 of 16
possible IoT devices regularly (range: 1 − 14, 𝑠𝑡𝑑 = 2.45).

Moreover, participants had used𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 6.13 of the eight pre-
sented established tangible privacy mechanisms before (range: 0−8,
𝑠𝑡𝑑 = 1.45). Since some mechanisms can also be used for non-
privacy-related purposes, we asked participants if they had used
each mechanism before to protect their privacy from surrounding
devices. Participants had used 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 3.53 of the eight mecha-
nisms before for this purpose (range: 0 − 8, 𝑠𝑡𝑑 = 2.00). When
comparing the mechanisms, we observed that most participants
reported having used dressing room curtains to protect their privacy
from surrounding technical devices (68.92%), followed by privacy
shield (65.32%), voting booth (63.96%), webcam cover (53.60%), and
headphones (48.42%, see Table 4). Distance markings, remote controls
and sunglasses were used by less than 20% of the participants to
protect their privacy from surrounding devices.

Table 6: Participants’ perception of tangible privacy mecha-
nisms in relation to their gender.

tangible
interaction

awareness\
verification

physicalization

gender n mean std mean std mean std

female 230 3.68 1.41 5.14 0.99 4.70 1.27
male 206 3.84 1.59 5.21 1.22 4.97 1.14
other 5 4.27 1.38 5.55 1.01 6.13 1.41
unknown 3 5.00 1.00 5.92 0.38 5.00 1.00

5.4.2 Standard Scales. We first analyzed the internal consistency
of each standard scale. Cronbach’s alpha [12] for all standard scales
ranged from 0.772 to 0.963, indicating acceptable internal consis-
tencies [6, 67]. To achieve comparability between the standard
scales, we subsequently summarized each by calculating corre-
sponding mean values (see Table 5). Next, we standardized the
resulting values and analyzed correlations between standard scale
means, by calculating Pearson’s 𝑟 correlation coefficient (see Ap-
pendix D.4 for a complete list). Only two correlation coefficients
were larger than 0.8, which indicates that the corresponding stan-
dard scales (𝑟𝐼𝑈 𝐼𝑃𝐶−𝐶𝐹𝐼𝑃 = 0.805, 𝑝𝐼𝑈 𝐼𝑃𝐶−𝐶𝐹𝐼𝑃 < 0.001 and
𝑟𝑁𝐹𝑇−𝑁𝐹𝑇+ = 0.981, 𝑝𝑁𝐹𝑇−𝑁𝐹𝑇+ < 0.001) might measure the
same latent variables. We then assessed the internal consistencies
of IUIPC-CFIP and NFT-NFT+. Both resulting standardized Cron-
bach’s alpha [12] values were acceptable (𝛼𝐼𝑈 𝐼𝑃𝐶−𝐶𝐹𝐼𝑃 = 0.892
and 𝛼𝑁𝐹𝑇−𝑁𝐹𝑇+ = 0.981) [6, 67]. Hence, we summarized the corre-
sponding standard scales naming the constructs information privacy
concerns (IUIPC-CFIP) and extended need for touch (NFT-NFT+).

5.5 Correlation Between Personal Attributes
and Perception of Tangible Privacy

To answer RQ3 we analyzed the link between participants’ personal
attributes and their perception of tangible privacy.

5.5.1 Analysis of Gender. Table 6 summarizes participants’ percep-
tion of tangible privacy distinguished by chosen gender category.
Male participants’ response means for all three tangible privacy
components were higher than female participants’ (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓 𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑒 :
3.68, 5.14 and 4.70;𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑒 : 3.84, 5.21 and 4.97). The mean val-
ues of participants who selected the gender category “other” were
higher than both male and female participants’ values for all three
components (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 : 4.27, 5.55, and 6.13). We subsequently
analyzed the subset of male or female participants (𝑁 = 436) for
gender-related correlations with tangible privacy components, as
these two categories each contain a sufficiently large number of
participants to conduct such tests. We found Pearson’s correlation
coefficients of 𝑟 = 0.05 (𝑝 = 0.265) for tangible interaction, 𝑟 = 0.03
(𝑝 = 0.502) for awareness\verification and 𝑟 = 0.11 (𝑝 = 0.021)
for physicalization. Only the correlation between male/female and
physicalization was significant (𝑝 < 0.05).

5.5.2 Correlations. Next, we assessed correlations between the
remaining personal attributes and components of tangible privacy.
Correlation coefficients 𝑟 varied from −0.21 to 0.47 (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 0.10,
𝑠𝑡𝑑 = 0.14). Due to space limitations, we report only significant
(𝑝 < 0.05) correlations. Figure 5 shows all Pearson’s coefficients.
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Figure 5: Pearson’s correlation coefficients of personal at-
tributes against tangible privacy scores. Significant corre-
lations with a p-value of 𝑝 < 0.05 are highlighted with (*).
Please refer to Appendix D.5 for a similar table.

Tangible Interaction. We found statistically significant positive
correlations between participants’ perception of tangible interaction
related aspects and their extended need for touch (𝑟 = 0.47, 𝑝 <

0.001), the number of tangible privacy mechanisms they have used
before to protect their privacy (𝑟 = 0.28, 𝑝 < 0.001), ATI (𝑟 = 0.16,
𝑝 = 0.001), TIT (𝑟 = 0.11, 𝑝 = 0.019), as well as SA mean scores
(𝑟 = 0.10, 𝑝 = 0.035). Participants’ age was negatively correlated
with this component (𝑟 = −0.21, 𝑝 < 0.001).

Physicalization. Participants’ feedback to physicalization aspects
of tangible privacy mechanisms was positively correlated with how
many mechanisms they used before to protect their privacy (𝑟 =

0.21, 𝑝 < 0.001), their ATI mean scores (𝑟 = 0.16, 𝑝 = 0.001), general
experience with the mechanisms (i.e., not necessary privacy related)
(𝑟 = 0.15, 𝑝 = 0.001) and TIT mean scores (𝑟 = 0.12, 𝑝 = 0.012).
Participants’ age was negatively correlated with physicalization
aspects of tangible privacy (𝑟 = −0.2, 𝑝 < 0.001).

Awareness\Verification. Our analysis indicates that awareness\
verification aspects of tangible privacy mechanisms are significantly
correlated to all investigated personal attributes but participants’ in-
formation privacy concerns. Hence, we found positive correlations
with how many of our exemplary mechanisms participants’ used
before to protect their privacy (𝑟 = 0.233, 𝑝 < 0.001), participants’
extended need for touch (𝑟 = 0.229, 𝑝 < 0.001) as well as their TIT
(𝑟 = 0.214, 𝑝 < 0.001), SA (𝑟 = 0.209, 𝑝 < 0.001) and ATI mean
scores (𝑟 = 0.202, 𝑝 < 0.001). We further found corresponding
significant positive correlations with the number of IoT devices
our participants used regularly (𝑟 = 0.163, 𝑝 = 0.001), the number
of exemplary tangible privacy mechanisms they used before (not
necessarily to protect their privacy) (𝑟 = 0.109, 𝑝 = 0.021) and their
SeBIS mean scores (𝑟 = 0.103, 𝑝 = 0.030). Participants’ age was
again negatively correlated (𝑟 = −0.117, 𝑝 = 0.014).

Summary: Largest Correlations (|𝑟 | > 0.2). To summarize the
largest observed correlations, we found positive correlations be-
tween some of our three components of tangible privacy and par-
ticipants’ extended need for touch (𝑟 > 0.22), previous usage of
the presented established tangible privacy mechanisms (𝑟 > 0.21),
their experiences with technology (i.e., ATI and TIT, 𝑟 > 0.20) and
their security attitudes (SA, 𝑟 = 0.21). Our analysis also indicated
negative correlation coefficients for participants’ age (𝑟 < −0.12).

Table 7: Results of the regression analysis. Significant val-
ues (𝑝 < 0.05) are highlighted in bold font. The calculated
correlation coefficients 𝛽 indicate the estimated increase in
the dependent variable (i.e., values of participants’ opinions
regarding tangible interaction, physicalization, or aware-
ness\verification) for every unit increase in the independent
variable (i.e., values of each personal factor) if the effects of
all other independent variables are held constant [25].

(a) TP_Tangible_Interaction

𝑅2 𝑅2 adjusted F degrees of freedom

0.294 0.285 30.396 6, 437

𝛽 𝑝 𝑉 𝐼𝐹

extended need for touch 0.446 <0.001 1.040
used to protect privacy 0.164 <0.001 1.189
ATI 0.114 0.022 1.513
TIT 0.025 0.557 1.139
SA 0.029 0.527 1.316
age -0.081 0.069 1.237

(b) Physicalization

𝑅2 𝑅2 adjusted F degrees of freedom

0.079 0.069 7.549 5, 438

𝛽 𝑝 𝑉 𝐼𝐹

used to protect privacy 0.139 0.009 1.329
ATI 0.067 0.187 1.214
generally used 0.050 0.339 1.278
TIT 0.069 0.158 1.128
age -0.116 0.021 1.183

(c) Awareness\Verification

𝑅2 𝑅2 adjusted F degrees of freedom

0.162 0.145 9.353 9, 434

𝛽 𝑝 𝑉 𝐼𝐹

used to protect privacy 0.135 0.011 1.429
extended need for touch 0.208 <0.001 1.067
TIT 0.147 0.002 1.189
SA 0.144 0.016 1.835
ATI 0.063 0.255 1.586
regularly used IoT devices 0.044 0.358 1.194
generally used 0.001 0.990 1.346
SBIS -0.002 0.971 1.721
age -0.019 0.706 1.262

5.5.3 Linear Regression. Next, we conducted a linear regression
analysis between selected personal attributes and the three fac-
tors of tangible privacy. We focused our analysis only on pairwise
significant correlations since we considered those to be the most
promising candidates for identifying relationships. Hence, we de-
fined either participants’ opinions in regard to tangible interaction,
physicalization, or awareness\verification as the dependent variable.
As independent variables, we selected all corresponding personal
attributes with significant correlations. Table 7 shows the results
of the regression analysis conducted on the standardized values.
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Tangible Interactions. Participants’ tangible interaction-related
perception of privacy mechanisms could be predicted by their ex-
tended need for touch (𝛽 = 0.446, 𝑝 < 0.001), their usage of tangible
mechanisms to protect their privacy (𝛽 = 0.164, 𝑝 < 0.001) and ATI
scores (𝛽 = 0.114, 𝑝 = 0.022).

Physicalization. Our results suggest that physicalization aspects
of tangible privacy can be predicted by participants’ usage of tangi-
ble mechanisms to protect their privacy (𝛽 = 0.139, 𝑝 = 0.009) and
their age (𝛽 = −0.116, 𝑝 = 0.021).

Awareness\Verification. Participants’ previous usage of tangible
mechanisms to protect their privacy (𝛽 = 0.135, 𝑝 = 0.011), extended
need for touch (𝛽 = 0.208, 𝑝 < 0.001), TIT (𝛽 = 0.147, 𝑝 = 0.002)
and SA scores (𝛽 = 0.144, 𝑝 = 0.016) predicted their perception of
positive effects of tangible privacy mechanisms on their awareness
and ability to verify the functionality of mechanisms.

5.6 Summary: RQ1 and RQ3
5.6.1 RQ1 – Personal Attributes. Our regression analysis indicates
that participants’ privacy-related previous experiences with the
presented eight mechanisms correlated positively with their per-
ceptions of all investigated properties of tangible privacy. Moreover,
participants’ extended need for touch (NFT and NFT+) was related
to their perceptions of multiple properties of tangible privacy (i.e.,
tangible interaction and awareness/verification). We conclude that
1) prior experience in privacy-related use of tangible privacy mech-
anisms and 2) personal preference for touch strongly influence
participants’ general opinions about tangible privacy mechanisms.

5.6.2 RQ3 – Personal Attributes’ and Properties of Tangible Privacy
Mechanisms. To answer RQ3, we do not consider our findings re-
garding the impact of participants’ previous experiences and their
need for touch, since those are generalizable findings (i.e., they
relate to multiple properties of tangible privacy mechanisms), and
thus, are discussed above while answering RQ1. Here we discuss the
results of our regression analysis that indicate participants’ prefer-
ences regarding tangible interactions with privacy mechanisms cor-
relate with their ATI scores. People’s perceptions regarding aware-
ness\verification properties of tangible privacy mechanisms could
be predicted through their trust in technology (i.e., TIT scores),
and their security attitudes (SA). Moreover, we found a negative
impact of participants’ age on their perception of physicalization
(i.e., potential preference for tangible over digital alternatives).

5.7 Limitations
Selection of Tangible Privacy Mechanims. To collect a list of es-

tablished tangible privacy mechanisms, we recruited a few persons
who were aware of privacy risks associated with sensor-enhanced
devices. We expected these subjects to be particularly attentive to
privacy mechanisms in their everyday environment. The findings
of this group discussion are therefore neither representative of the
general population nor exhaustive, as our aim was rather to identify
some exemplary mechanisms that come to mind easily. Neverthe-
less, both the findings of our pilot survey and the main survey
confirm that the selected mechanisms were indeed well-known by
the majority of participants.

Online Survey. As our study relies on self-reported data, it might
be subject to self-report bias, social desirability bias, and availabil-
ity bias. We also mentioned in the recruitment message that our
study aims to assess privacy protection mechanisms (see Appen-
dix C.2.1). This may have resulted in people interested in such topics
being more likely to apply for participation (i.e., self-selection bias).
Moreover, our participant sample was representative of the US pop-
ulation, which might affect generalizability. We also selected eight
specific examples of established tangible privacy mechanisms for
this study – so it remains to be investigated if our findings can be
replicated with other established tangible privacy mechanisms. In
particular, we presented rather low-tech mechanisms to our partic-
ipants since both the review of related work and the results of our
group discussion indicated that only those are widely established at
this point. Hence, we encourage researchers to replicate our results
for more high-tech mechanisms in the future.

6 DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS & FUTURE
WORK

By examining how personal attributes relate to user preferences
for tangible privacy mechanisms, we gained insight into which
properties are preferred or disliked by which users. While the pre-
sented tangible privacy mechanisms were low-tech solutions, we
believe that our gained insights can be extrapolated to future high-
tech solutions. Based on our findings, we formulate and discuss
the following design recommendations to inform future privacy
mechanisms within the digital-tangible spectrum.

6.1 Privacy Mechanisms For the General
Population

6.1.1 Tangible Features Generally Support Awareness and Ease of
Verification. Participants overall agreed most strongly with perceiv-
ing awareness and verification properties of tangible privacy mech-
anisms as beneficial. They believed that having tangible privacy
mechanisms would improve their awareness of possible privacy
intrusions and that the function of these mechanisms would be
easy to understand and verify. Therefore, our results emphasize the
strong positive impact of tangible mechanisms on both awareness
and ease of verification. Future privacy mechanisms aimed at the
general population should consider tangibility to increase awareness
of risks and enable easy verifiability. Based on our results, we argue
that this does not necessarily require a system to support tangible
interaction as user input or output modality.We surmise automated
or ambient mechanisms that enforce physical privacy protections
could facilitate this without burdening the user with additional tasks.
In related work, one can already find a few examples of such mixed
mechanisms, like automatic webcam covers [18, 74]. Similarly, a
curtain could close automatically when a device with a camera is
nearby. Or a distance marking could light up or change its color if
there are microphones in the vicinity.

6.1.2 Privacy-Related Previous Experiences Are Key. Our regression
analysis indicates that the number of tangible mechanisms our par-
ticipants have previously used to protect their privacy correlates
with all investigated perceptions of tangible privacy mechanisms.
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However, non-privacy-related usage of the mechanisms did not
show significance in the regression analysis. We assume these re-
sults are not indicative of a familiarity bias but rather indicate a
very strong impact of already established mental models on the
perceived purpose of the tangible mechanisms. Hence, if people
have already gained privacy-related experiences with multiple simi-
lar privacy mechanisms, they have a better opinion overall of such
mechanisms. When comparing participants’ feedback for the dif-
ferent mechanisms, we found that corresponding to their previous
experiences with each mechanism, privacy shield, voting booth,
dressing room curtains, and webcam covers were perceived as more
competent than the remaining mechanisms. We believe that the
acceptance of future privacy mechanisms will evolve gradually with
increased and more widespread usage. Our results also lead us to ques-
tion how novel prototypical privacy mechanisms can be meaningfully
evaluated considering this strong prior experience effect.

6.2 Recommendations for Targeted Designs of
Privacy Mechanisms

6.2.1 People with a Strong Need for Touch Appreciate Multiple Prop-
erties of Tangible Mechanisms. As we already anticipated, we found
a strong correlation between people’s extended need for touch
and their perception of tangible interactions. People who generally
have a preference for tangible interactions maintain this preference
when considering privacy mechanisms. Furthermore, our results
indicate that people with a high need for touch appreciate the posi-
tive impact of a tangible privacy mechanism on becoming aware
of possible risks and their ease of verification. Moreover, our cor-
relation analysis indicated a slight positive correlation between
participants’ need for touch and their preference for tangible mech-
anisms (i.e., physicalization properties), although not statistically
significant. Thus, we recommend that developers of novel privacy
mechanisms consider the need for touch of their targeted users and
opt for corresponding designs.

6.2.2 Affinity for Technology or Security Positively Impacts Opinions
on Tangible Privacy. Our regression analysis indicated that partici-
pants with a higher affinity for technology appreciated being able
to manipulate such mechanisms tangibly. This result contrasts with
prior works’ assumptions that less tech-savvy individuals might
benefit from tangible privacy controls [16, 50]. Our findings also
revealed that participants knowledgeable about security routines
and willing to follow them (i.e., high SA-6 scores), appreciate the
positive impact and ease of verification of tangible privacy mecha-
nisms. Hence, while tech-savvy persons enjoy tangible interactions,
security-affine people prefer tangible mechanisms’ positive impact
on awareness and ease of verification. Therefore, we see an overar-
ching need for privacy mechanisms for expert users that incorporate
particular tangible properties. Our results lead us to recommend that
future privacy mechanisms should integrate means for tangible inter-
actions for the generally tech-savvy users while providing increased
awareness of privacy risks and easy-to-verify privacy protections by
design for more security-affine users.

6.3 Open Question for Future Research
6.3.1 It is Unclear How To Support Persons With Little Trust in
Technology. We expected that persons with high trust in technol-
ogy might feel less of a need to be aware of risks or able to verify
how the tangible privacy mechanism operates. However, we found
participants’ trust in technology positively correlated with their
opinions on awareness\verification properties of tangible privacy
mechanisms. While we found this surprising, we assume that it
might be rooted in people with low trust in technology also be-
ing distrustful of privacy mechanisms. Such individuals could find
awareness\verification features pointless. This reasoning is based
on prior work identifying learned helplessness among people when
it comes to protecting their own privacy [63]. We, thus, argue that
future research is needed to investigate how to specifically support
individuals with little trust in technology.

6.3.2 Potential Preference for Purely Digital Privacy Mechanisms of
Older Participants. The results of our regression analysis suggest
a negative impact of age on participants’ potential preference for
tangible mechanisms over digital alternatives (i.e., physicalization
properties of tangible privacy mechanisms). Hence, participants’
self-reported preference for tangible mechanisms over digital alter-
natives decreased with increased age. In other words, older partici-
pants reported perceiving physicalization less positively (i.e., compared
to potential digital alternatives). Moreover, our correlation analysis
revealed that age was significantly negatively correlated to the
perception of all investigated properties of tangible privacy. These
findings are surprising since related work suggests that tangible pri-
vacy mechanisms could be more attractive for older adults [16, 53].
We believe that these seemingly contradictory observations may be
indicative of self-report bias in our work. Moreover, related work
indicates that older peoples’ vulnerabilities and privacy needs are
impacted by their unique interplay of multiple personal factors
rather than by age alone [81]. Therefore, we see a need for further
research on the design of privacy mechanisms for this specific group.

7 CONCLUSION
In this work, we conducted a detailed exploration of the relation-
ship between users’ personal attributes and their perceptions of
various properties of tangible privacy mechanisms. We conducted
an online survey with 𝑁 = 444 participants, through which we
evaluated users’ preferences for touching tangible privacy mech-
anisms, effects on awareness, perceived ease of verification, and
physicalization. We found users’ prior experience of privacy-related
usage of the mechanisms and “need for touch” most impact their
perception of privacy mechanisms. Additional influential factors
were age, trust in technology, technical affinity, and security atti-
tudes. Our work offers valuable insights and recommendations for
the design of future privacy mechanisms, whether tangible, digital,
or mixed. Our findings highlight open questions for future research,
particularly concerning the identification of reasons for the ob-
served correlations, and the development of privacy mechanisms
that support individuals with little trust in technology.
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A DEFINITION OF TANGIBLE PRIVACY MECHANISMS USED FOR THE GROUP BRAINSTORMING
A tangible privacy mechanism is a privacy control and feedback mechanism that is ’tangible’, i.e., manipulated or perceived by touch. This
can involve touching, tilting, pushing, grabbing, squeezing, shaking, scratching, or rotating an object.

B ALL SUGGESTED REAL WORLD TANGIBLE PRIVACY MECHANISMS

Table 8: A table containing all 19 established tangible privacy mechanisms proposed in a group discussion with three usable
security researchers. We grouped mechanisms based on which kind of data they protect and their location. We then selected
one mechanism of each group for further evaluation in our online survey.

tangible mechanism data protected location group selected

webcam cover/sticker identity on device A X
dressing room curtain identity distant B X
floor markings of camera field of view identity distant B
sunglasses identity on user C X
newspapers identity on user C
baseball caps identity on user C
voting booth visual distant D X
privacy screens visual distant D
floor distance marking auditory distant E X
pin pad privacy shield visual on device F X
room dividers/doors identity/visual/auditory distant B/D/E
mirror foils/privacy screen foils visual distant D
devices’ on/off switches identity/visual/auditory on device A/F/G
blinders identity/visual distant B/D
green screens/background screens visual distant D
remote control for volume auditory distant/on device E/G X (for G)
headphones auditory on user H X
buttons with higher resistance to avoid accidental press - - -
distraction mechanisms against shoulders surfers visual on device F
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C ONLINE QUESTIONNAIRE
C.1 Overview of Questionnaire Items

Table 9: A list of all items included in our online questionnaire and the personal factors we investigated with them.

investigated factor scale/item

demographics age How old are you?
gender With which gender do you identify most?
education What is the highest degree or level of education you have completed?
residence In which country do you live?
experiences with technology Which smart devices do you use regularly?

Affinity for Technology Interaction (ATI) [27]
Trust in Technology [49]

privacy concerns and attitudes security attitudes Security Attitudes (SA-6) [23]
/ behavior intentions Security Behaviour Intention Scale (SeBIS) [21]
privacy concerns Concern for Information Privacy (CFIP) [64]

Internet Users’ Information Privacy Concerns (IUIPC) [44]

preference for tangible interaction Need For Touch (NFT) [56]
general need for touch (NFT+), I can’t help touching all kinds of objects.
derived from NFT Touching objects can be fun.

I place more trust in objects that can be touched before using them.
I feel more confident using an object after touching it.
I find myself touching or physically manipulating all kinds of objects.

perception of tangible privacy tangible interactions Touching privacy mechanisms can be fun. (TP-I_fun)
(7-point Likert scales, I place more trust in privacy mechanisms that can be touched. (TP-I_trust)
if not stated otherwise) I feel more confident using a privacy mechanism after touching it. (TP-I_confidence)

effect on awareness Having the object described above nearby makes me aware that my privacy could be invaded. (TP-
A_aware)
Having the object described above nearby makes me consider to use it to protect my privacy. (TP-
A_consider)

ease of verification It is easy to understand how the presented privacy mechanisms protect my privacy from other technical
devices. (TP-V_understand)
I can easily verify myself if the presented privacy mechanisms protect my privacy from other technical
devices. (TP-V_verify)

physicalization I would prefer using a purely digital alternatives instead of the presented privacy mechanisms to protect
my privacy from other technical devices (e.g. automatically blurring my body/data on camera images,
jamming of microphones). (TP-P_preference)
The presented privacy mechanisms protect my privacy better from other technical devices than purely
digital alternatives. (TP-P_performance)
I place more trust in the presented privacy mechanisms compared to purely digital alternatives. (TP-
P_trust)

eight examples I have used the object described above in the past. [Yes | No | I don’t know]
I have used the object described above in the past to protect my privacy from other technical devices.
[Yes | No | I don’t know]
If I were to use the object described above, it would be to protect my privacy from other technical
devices. (EX_use_privacy)
It is important to me that I own the object described above. (EX_own)
I am convinced that the object described above protects my privacy from other technical devices.
(EX_confidence)
If the object described above is not installed by default, I would try install it myself or resort to a similar
alternative to protect my privacy from other technical devices. (EX_alternative)
I would prefer using a purely digital alternative to the object described above to protect my privacy
from other technical devices (e.g. automatically blurring my body/data on camera images, jamming of
microphones). (EX_preference)

C.2 Complete Questionnaire
Please find our complete online questionnaire in the following. Text added to provide additional context for this paper is highlighted with
squared brackets.
C.2.1 [Recruitment Message]. Real World Privacy Protection Mechanisms: In this study, we would like to collect data about your experiences
and perceptions of privacy protection mechanisms.

C.2.2 Welcome to our User Study. In this study, we would like to collect data about your experiences with privacy protection mechanisms.
All questions will focus on privacy-related aspects with a particular focus on smart devices (i.e., internet-connected and sensor-enhanced
devices). Please complete this 30-minutes survey.
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C.2.3 Definition of Privacy in the Internet of Things (IoT). Please read the following information on privacy carefully. As already mentioned,
we would like to collect data about your privacy behavior. Therefore, all questions will focus on privacy and privacy-related issues. Privacy
is “the right to prevent the disclosure of personal information to others” [72].

Please note that this questionnaire focuses on Privacy in the Internet of Things (IoT), which is the right to prevent the disclosure of
personal information specifically to nearby technical devices that may include invasive sensors such as video cameras or microphones.
Hence, protecting one’s Privacy in IoT, does not refer to privacy invasions directly caused by persons who, for example, can listen in on
conversations or read private messages.

C.2.4 [True False Quiz]. To test your knowledge, read each statement carefully and decide if it is true or false. [Answer options were: true
and false.]

• Privacy in IoT is someone’s right to keep their personal matters and relationships secret from nearby technical devices.
• Snooping through a friend’s diary is an example of invasion of Privacy in IoT.
• Privacy in IoT means the protection of people against a possible attack or other crime.
• Privacy in IoT is the right to prevent the disclosure of personal information to nearby sensor enhanced devices.
• Privacy in IoT is the act of keeping someone or something safe from injury, damage, or loss.

C.2.5 [ATI Scale [27]]. Please indicate the degree to which you agree/disagree with the following statements. The term “technical systems”
refers to apps and other software applications, as well as entire digital devices (e.g., mobile phone, computer, TV, car navigation).

• I like to occupy myself in greater detail with technical systems.
• I like testing the functions of new technical systems.
• I predominantly deal with technical systems because I have to.
• When I have a new technical system in front of me, I try it out intensively.
• I enjoy spending time becoming acquainted with a new technical system.
• It is enough for me that a technical system works; I don’t care how or why.
• I try to understand how a technical system exactly works.
• It is enough for me to know the basic functions of a technical system.
• I try to make full use of the capabilities of a technical system.

C.2.6 [CFIP Scale [64]]. Please indicate the degree to which you agree/disagree with the following statements.
• It usually bothers me when companies ask me for personal information.
• All the personal information in computer databases should be double-checked for accuracy-no matter how much this costs.
• Companies should not use personal information for any purpose unless it has been authorized by the individuals who provided the
information.

• Companies should devote more time and effort to preventing unauthorized access to personal information.
• When companies ask me for personal information, I sometimes think twice before providing it.
• Companies should take more steps to make sure that the personal information in their files is accurate.
• When people give personal information to a company for some reason, the company should never use the information for any other
reason.

• Companies should have better procedures to correct errors in personal information.
• Computer databases that contain personal information should be protected from unauthorized access-no matter how much it costs.
• It bothers me to give personal information to so many companies.
• Companies should never sell the personal information in their computer databases to other companies.
• Companies should devote more time and effort to verifying the accuracy of the personal information in their databases.
• Companies should never share personal information with other companies unless it has been authorized by the individuals who
provided the information.

• Companies should take more steps to make sure that unauthorized people cannot access personal information in their computers.
• I’m concerned that companies are collecting too much personal information about me.

C.2.7 [IUIPC Scale [44]]. Please indicate the degree to which you agree/disagree with the following statements.
• Consumer online privacy is the consumers’ right to exercise control and autonomy over decisions about how their information is
collected, used, and shared.

• Consumer control of personal information lies at the heart of consumer privacy.
• I believe that online privacy is invaded when control is lost or unwillingly reduced as a result of a marketing transaction.
• To show that you are paying attention, please select “strongly disagree” option as your answer.
• Companies seeking information online should disclose the way the data are collected, processed, and used.
• A good consumer online privacy policy should have a clear and conspicuous disclosure.
• It is very important to me that I am aware and knowledgeable about how my personal information will be used.
• It usually bothers me when online companies ask me for personal information.
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• When online companies ask me for personal information, I sometimes think twice before providing it.
• It bothers me to give personal information to so many online companies.
• I’m concerned that online companies are collecting too much personal information about me.

C.2.8 [TIT Scale [49]]. Please indicate the degree to which you agree/disagree with the following statements.
• My typical approach is to trust new technologies until they prove to me that I shouldn’t trust them.
• I usually trust a technology until it gives me a reason not to trust it.
• I generally give a technology the benefit of the doubt when I first use it.
• I believe that most technologies are effective at what they are designed to do.
• A large majority of technologies are excellent.
• Most technologies have the features needed for their domain.
• I think most technologies enable me to do what I need to do.

C.2.9 [SBIS Scale [21]]. Please indicate the degree to which you agree/disagree with the following statements.
• When I’m prompted about a software update, I install it right away.
• I try to make sure that the programs I use are up-to-date.
• I manually lock my computer screen when I step away from it.
• I set my computer screen to automatically lock if I don’t use it for a prolonged period of time.
• I use a PIN or passcode to unlock my mobile phone.
• I use a password/passcode to unlock my laptop or tablet.
• If I discover a security problem, I continue what I was doing because I assume someone else will fix it.
• When someone sends me a link, I open it without first verifying where it goes.
• I verify that my anti-virus software has been regularly updating itself.
• When browsing websites, I mouseover links to see where they go, before clicking them.
• I know what website I’m visiting based on its look and feel, rather than by looking at the URL bar.
• I do not change my passwords, unless I have to.
• I use different passwords for different accounts that I have.
• I do not include special characters in my password if it’s not required.
• When I create a new online account, I try to use a password that goes beyond the site’s minimum requirements.
• I submit information to websites without first verifying that it will be sent securely (e.g., SSL, “https://”, a lock icon).

C.2.10 [SA-6 Scale [23]]. Please indicate the degree to which you agree/disagree with the following statements.
• Generally, I diligently follow a routine about security practices.
• I always pay attention to experts’ advice about the steps I need to take to keep my online data and accounts safe.
• I am extremely knowledgeable about all the steps needed to keep my online data and accounts safe.
• I am extremely motivated to take all the steps needed to keep my online data and accounts safe.
• I often am interested in articles about security threats.
• I seek out opportunities to learn about security measures that are relevant to me.

C.2.11 [NFT scale [56] and Additional Items]. Please indicate the degree to which you agree/disagree with the following statements.
• When walking through stores, I can’t help touching all kinds of products.
• Touching products can be fun.
• I place more trust in products that can be touched before purchase.
• I feel more comfortable purchasing a product after physically examining it.
• When browsing in stores, it is important for me to handle all kinds of products.
• If I can’t touch a product in the store, I am reluctant to purchase the product.
• I like to touch products even if I have no intention of buying them.
• I feel more confident making a purchase after touching a product.
• When browsing in stores, I like to touch lots of products.
• The only way to make sure a product is worth buying is to actually touch it.
• There are many products that I would only buy if I could handle them before purchase.
• I find myself touching all kinds of products in stores.
• To make sure that you are paying attention, please select “slightly agree” option as your answer.
• I can’t help touching all kinds of objects.
• Touching objects can be fun.
• I place more trust in objects that can be touched before using them.
• I feel more confident using an object after touching it.
• I find myself touching or physically manipulating all kinds of objects.
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C.2.12 [General Instructions on Tangible Mechanisms]. In the next section, you will see a few examples of objects, that protect your privacy
against other devices such as cameras or microphones (aka. privacy mechanisms). Please focus only on how these mechanisms protect your
privacy from technical devices, rather than other persons. Please read the description of each mechanism carefully, click on the example to
see how it works and finally answer the questions.

C.2.13 [Description of Each Mechanism].

• Voting booth: A voting booth is a room or cabin in a polling station that protects the secrecy of the ballot. No camera can therefore
record your vote.

• Distance markings: Distance markings are markings placed at certain intervals on the floor to keep people a distance apart from each
other. Such markings prevent eavesdropping: from a certain distance a microphone is not able to record your conversation (e.g. with a
pharmacist).

• Dressing room curtain: Dressing room curtains are a piece of material which creates a barrier between you changing clothing and
nearby cameras.

• Privacy shield on PIN pad: A privacy shield is a cover placed around a keypad. It prevents cameras from recording your PIN.
• Remote control: A remote control allows you to manipulate the volume of a device, such as a TV or speakers. You can increase the
volume of your device to make sure that a nearby microphone is not able to record your conversation.

• Webcam cover: A webcam cover is a small sliding mechanism that is attached to your webcam. It allows you to cover the webcam and
avoid being recorded by it.

• Headphones: Headphones are small speakers which you wear over your ears. With headphones, you can listen to private voice
messages and no nearby microphone can record them.

• Sunglasses: Sunglasses are glasses with tinted lenses. By wearing sunglasses, you can prevent your face from being recognized by
nearby cameras.

C.2.14 [Questions for Each Mechanism]. Please focus on how the object described above protects your privacy from technical devices,
rather than other persons. [Answer options were: Yes, No, and I don’t know.]

• I have used the object described above in the past.
• I have used the object described above in the past to protect my privacy from other technical devices.

To what extent do you agree with the following statements. [Answer options were: strongly disagree, disagree, slightly disagree, neither
agree nor disagree, slightly agree, agree, and strongly agree]

• If I were to use the object described above, it would be to protect my privacy from other technical devices.
• It is important to me that I own the object described above.
• I am convinced that the object described above protects my privacy from other technical devices.
• If the object described above is not installed by default, I would try install it myself or resort to a similar alternative to protect my
privacy from other technical devices.

• I would prefer using a purely digital alternative to the object described above to protect my privacy from other technical devices (e.g.
automatically blurring my body/data on camera images, jamming of microphones).

C.2.15 [General Question on Tangible Privacy Mechanisms]. The following questions all refer to the eight privacy mechanisms we presented
to you in this questionnaire (voting booth, distance markings, dressing room curtains, PIN-pad privacy shield, remote control, webcam cover,
headphones, and sunglasses). Please indicate the degree to which you agree/disagree with the following statements. [Answer options were:
strongly disagree, disagree, slightly disagree, neither agree nor disagree, slightly agree, agree, and strongly agree]

• Touching privacy mechanisms can be fun.
• I place more trust in privacy mechanisms that can be touched.
• I feel more confident using a privacy mechanism after touching it.
• Having the object described above nearby makes me aware that my privacy could be invaded.
• Having the object described above nearby makes me consider to use it to protect my privacy.
• It is easy to understand how the presented privacy mechanisms protect my privacy from other technical devices.
• I can easily verify by myself if the presented privacy mechanisms protect my privacy from other technical devices.
• I would prefer using a purely digital alternative instead of the presented privacy mechanisms to protect my privacy from other
technical devices (e.g. automatically blurring my body/data on camera images, jamming of microphones).

• I think that the presented privacy mechanisms protect my privacy better from other technical devices than purely digital alternatives.
• I place more trust in the presented privacy mechanisms compared to purely digital alternatives.

C.2.16 Demographics. Finally, a few questions about yourself.
• With which gender do you identify most? [Answer options were: female, male, other, prefer not to say]
• How old are you? I am ... years old.
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• What is the highest degree or level of education you have completed? [Answer options were: No schooling completed; Some High
School, no diploma; High School; University Entrance Qualification; Professional Education; Bachelor’s Degree; Master’s Degree;
Ph.D. or higher; Other: ]

• In which country do you live? Country:
• Which smart devices do you use regularly? Select all the devices you use on a regular basis. [Answer options were: smartphone; smart
headphones (i.e., internet-connected or voice controlled); smart watch (e.g., Apple Watch, Samsung Galaxy Watch); tablet; fitness
tracker (e.g., FitBit, Koretrak, Garmin); smart digital camera (i.e., internet-connected or voice controlled); smart speaker; smart TV
(i.e., internet-connected or voice controlled); current generation gaming console (i.e., internet-connected or voice controlled); smart
hub with screen (e.g., Amazon Echo Show, Facebook Portal); smart video doorbell (i.e., internet-connected or voice controlled); smart
indoor/outdoor security cameras (i.e., internet-connected or voice controlled); laptop/desktop PC; smart printer (i.e., internet-connected
or voice controlled); smart garage door opener (i.e., internet-connected or voice controlled); smart thermostat (i.e., internet-connected
or voice controlled)]

D RESULTS
D.1 Participants’Demographics

Table 10: Table showing the demographics of our participants (𝑁 = 444) recruited as a representative sample for the US
population via Prolific.

gender age education

female 230 mean 46.47 Bachelor’s Degree 184
male 206 std 16.14 High School 97
other 5 min 18 Master’s Degree 60
prefer not to say 3 max 85 University Entrance Qualification 42

Professional Education 34
Ph.D. or higher 13
Other: 9
Some High School, no diploma 5

D.2 Perception of Established Tangible Privacy Mechanism

Table 11: This table shows participants’ overall feedback on the eight tangible privacy mechanisms.

descriptives
item mean std median

EX_use_privacy If I were to use the object described above, it would be to protect my privacy from other technical devices. 4.51 1.96 5.0
EX_own It is important to me that I own the object described above. 4.36 1.98 5.0
EX_confidence I am convinced that the object described above protects my privacy from other technical devices. 4.32 1.91 5.0
EX_alternative If the object described above is not installed by default, I would try install it myself or resort to a similar alternative to protect

my privacy from other technical devices.
3.91 2.01 4.0

EX_preference I would prefer using a purely digital alternative to the object described above to protect my privacy from other technical devices
(e.g. automatically blurring my body/data on camera images, jamming of microphones).

3.31 1.86 3.0
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Table 12: Participants’ feedback on each tangible privacy mechanism. Participants could select from a 7-point Likert scale
ranging from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (7).

question feedback on presented established tangible privacy mechanisms sorted by mean

EX_use_privacy sunglasses remote control distance
markings

headphones dressing room
curtains

voting booth privacy shield webcam cover

mean 2.98 3.18 3.91 4.25 5.17 5.29 5.55 5.73
std 1.69 1.82 1.83 1.91 1.73 1.58 1.43 1.4

median 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0
EX_own distance

markings
voting booth privacy shield dressing room

curtains
sunglasses remote control webcam cover headphones

mean 2.98 3.18 3.91 4.25 5.17 5.29 5.55 5.73
std 1.69 1.82 1.83 1.91 1.73 1.58 1.43 1.4

median 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0
EX_confidence sunglasses remote control distance

markings
headphones privacy shield dressing room

curtains
voting booth webcam cover

mean 2.93 3.16 3.39 4.56 4.98 5.01 5.06 5.48
std 1.62 1.69 1.77 1.77 1.62 1.74 1.59 1.5

median 2.0 3.0 3.0 5.0 5.0 6.0 5.0 6.0
EX_alternative sunglasses distance

markings
remote control voting booth privacy shield dressing room

curtains
headphones webcam cover

mean 3.05 3.11 3.51 3.86 4.14 4.2 4.3 5.11
std 1.7 1.79 1.85 2.02 2.01 2.07 1.9 1.86

median 3.0 3.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 6.0
EX_preference dressing room

curtains
voting booth webcam cover headphones privacy shield sunglasses remote control distance

markings
mean 2.64 3.02 3.05 3.24 3.35 3.48 3.81 3.86

std 1.72 1.76 1.77 1.75 1.8 1.94 1.89 1.92
median 2.0 2.0 2.0 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.0 4.0

D.3 Euclidean Distances Between Feedback on Different Tangible Privacy Mechanisms

Table 13: Overview of the calculated Euclidean distances between participants’ feedback for the eight presented purely tangible
privacy mechanisms.

voting
booth

distance
mark-
ings

dressing
room
cur-
tains

privacy
shield

remote
control

webcam
cover

headphones

voting booth
distance markings 2.542
dressing room curtains 0.655 2.844
privacy shield 0.611 2.761 0.812
remote control 3.172 2.024 3.123 3.186
webcam cover 1.822 3.987 1.468 1.424 3.881
headphones 2.067 2.967 1.728 1.904 2.079 1.994
sunglasses 3.346 1.785 3.348 3.481 0.772 4.329 2.603
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D.4 Correlations of Standard Scales

Table 14: Overview of Pearson’s correlation coefficient between all standard scales.

scale 1 scale 2 correlation

NFT NFT+ 0.963
IUIPC CFIP 0.805
SeBIS SA 0.600
ATI SA 0.418
ATI SeBIS 0.360
ATI TIT 0.334
CFIP SA 0.296
IUIPC SA 0.287
IUIPC SeBIS 0.270
CFIP SeBIS 0.241
CFIP NFT 0.081
TIT SA 0.076
CFIP NFT+ 0.065
TIT NFT+ 0.051
TIT NFT 0.047
IUIPC NFT+ 0.022
IUIPC NFT 0.018
ATI CFIP 0.012
TIT SeBIS 0.007
SA NFT+ -0.017
SA NFT -0.028
ATI IUIPC -0.030
ATI NFT+ -0.046
ATI NFT -0.093
SeBIS NFT+ -0.131
SeBIS NFT -0.147
CFIP TIT -0.166
IUIPC TIT -0.234

D.5 Correlations of Personal Attributes with Properties of Tangible Privacy

Table 15: Overview of Pearson’s correlation coefficient between investigated personal attributes and participants’ perception of
the investigated properties of tangible privacy mechanisms.

regularly
used IoT
devices

age generally
used

used to pro-
tect privacy

ATI TIT SBIS SA information
privacy
concerns

extended
need for
touch

tangible interaction 0.078 -0.212 0.086 0.275 0.159 0.111 -0.053 0.100 -0.056 0.467
awareness/verification 0.163 -0.117 0.109 0.233 0.202 0.214 0.103 0.209 0.086 0.229
physicalization -0.0017 -0.198 0.154 0.217 0.156 0.119 0.036 0.029 -0.044 0.068
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